USS Seleya - Stardate 9907.25

Host Cheryl says:
Summary:  Negotiations continue between Seleya crew, the Ainmirans, and Dyadra; it has been suggested that Dyadra's vessel may hold some clue or verification of her story.  Seleya crew has been "button-pushing" on Dyadra's vessel, to try and reveal its secrets.

Host Cheryl says:
All the button-pushing has activated a transmission to the Ainmiran homeworld, activating a very strong power source on the planet.

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

@L`nor says:
::Storming about her small scout ship, fuming at being sent back.  Verifies data from home world::

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

Imorst says:
::following the Capt. down the corridor::

CO_Pang says:
::with Imorst, Dyadra and Dak on her way to the stasis ship::

SO_Interim says:
::in stasis ship monitoring the transmission of data to the ship's mainframe as it completes ::

Dyadra says:
::with the captain's party::

CSO_Masters says:
::on bridge in big chair::

Dak says:
::walking along with Imorst::

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor:  Any further word on what is happening planetside?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* You should have it all now

CMO_Viper says:
::stands at console still trying to decipher information::

CO_Pang says:
Imorst/Dyadra:  I am sure we will learn much from the ship .... somehow we have activated something ... and I need Lady Dyadra's help to determine what

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: Just the strange communications from the unknown source.

CO_Pang says:
::escorts the party to the Main Cargo Bay::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : Download complete and secured 

CO_Pang says:
*Bridge* I am with the Ainmirans and the Lady Dyadra at the stasis ship ....

SO_Interim says:
::begins unhooking padd from databanks ::

Dyadra says:
::nods::  Captain:  I will assist where I can

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor: Acknowledged, please keep me informed, Imorst out.

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Acknowledged

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: It originated from the southern continent.

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : Anything new concerning the hull composition ?

SO_Interim says:
::notes CO and others walking up ::

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* Please monitor things on the other ships and the planet .... you are in charge

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* It should be in the data I sent you

Imorst says:
Dak: ::whispers:: What do you think might be going on here?

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir

CSO_Masters says:
Bridge crew: You heard the captain

CO_Pang says:
::opens the forcefield and gestures Imorst, Dak and Lady Dyadra towards the stasis ship::

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : have you tried to cut some of it

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Report please .... anything new since I left you?

Imorst says:
::moves toward the ship in awe at it's sight::

Dyadra says:
::enters the ship, and pauses, studying the team working in the ship::

Dak says:
Imorst: ::whispering:: I don't know but I bet that woman has something to do with it.

SO_Interim says:
::looks up as the alien walks back aboard her now functioning vessel ::

CO_Pang says:
::overhears Dak's whisper ::

Imorst says:
Dak:  ::whispering::  Keep an eye on everything she does.

CO_Pang says:
Dak: We can resolve things I am sure .... the truth is our aim!

Dyadra says:
::moves over to Viper and Interim::  Gentlemen:  May I assist?  There are codes; I think I remember them

CMO_Viper says:
CMO: Not much, unfortunately.  We pretty much know what's in this database that we can get out.  However there is some encoded information that we can't get yet.

SO_Interim says:
*OPS*  I have tried some NDT Procedures

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Report please ... anything new?

Dak says:
CO: I am going along with this, don't push it.

L`nor says:
@::Notes that a search team is moving to planet communication site::

SO_Interim says:
NDT = Non destructive testing

Imorst says:
CO: The truth Captain!?  When you fail to return an Ainmiran citizen to it's homeworld for trial.  Seems more like interference.

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : Any preliminary results  that could get us an edge in the current face off situation ?

Dak says:
::nods in agreement::

CO_Pang says:
::smiles at the CMO::  All:  It seems that the ship is active ... but we do not know enough to say what it is ... or what it can do .... I hope the Lady Dyadra can help us?

SO_Interim says:
*OPS* Data is being relayed to the TAC Console

OPS_Jean says:
*SO* : acknowledged

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: An unknown Comm site is receiving data from Dyadra's ship.

Imorst says:
::stands in the corner eyeing everything carefully::

Dak says:
::looks at Imorst hearing L'nor::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Sir, All systems nominal. Scientific team still analysing the sleepship.

CO_Pang says:
Dyadra: Lady .... this ship was to keep you safe ... and what else?

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor:  Have our people dispatched a research team yet to investigate?

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Good, keep scanning, I also want as much info as possible on what is happening on the planet

Dyadra says:
::looks back at Pang::  Captain:  It is the keeper of knowledge as well

CO_Pang says:
::shakes her head:: Dyadra:  You mean .... an archive?  a library?

Dak says:
::keeping an eye on Dyadra::

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: Seems someone started something over there. Yes a team is on the way.

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Like a message in a bottle.

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : I'm picking some background communications apparently incoming from the surface. should I investigate ?

Dyadra says:
::to all in sleeper ship::  These symbols on the wall, the databases your people are accessing; they are a portion of the knowledge our people owned

SO_Interim says:
CO: I think I have a rough translation of part of a message in the databanks, something about when the rain of terror fails , then will the sleeper awake and all shall be re revealed

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Could be Doctor ...

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Please do

OPS_Jean says:
:: receiving data from the probe ::

L`nor says:
@::Scans Comm site. Nothing there, no villages, nothing.::

CO_Pang says:
SO:  And the Lady must be the sleeper ....

SO_Interim says:
CO: So I would guess Captain

Imorst says:
::looks at Dak: Dak:  All will be revealed!?

CO_Pang says:
Imorst: It seems that all the past knowledge may be here for you .... that has to be good news

OPS_Jean says:
:: Diverting communication signal - decoding communication matrix ::

L`nor says:
@::Notes that area was hardest hit during the "troubles"::

Dyadra says:
::moves to a console in the sleeper ship::  Ah, it has been activated already ::sees that the transmission is proceeding::

SO_Interim says:
Imorst : No all will be re revealed

CO_Pang says:
Dyadra: And it is now being revealed?

Dak says:
Imorst: This should be interesting.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Decoding comm signal ::

Imorst says:
::looking a little sheepish::  CO: Yes, this is true, but I still don't understand why they left us to suffer?

Dyadra says:
Imorst/Dak:  The truth lies within.  The database is yours to examine.

SO_Interim says:
Imorst: Perhaps there was not time ?

CO_Pang says:
Imorst:  Perhaps you can establish that .... whether they left you or were forced away?

Dyadra says:
::steps aside to allow them to look at the information contained in the databases of the sleeper ship::

Imorst says:
Dak:  We must take the ship and Dyadra back to possibly help restore our civilization.

SO_Interim says:
::steps away from the console ::

CMO_Viper says:
::steps back to let others move in and look::

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: "Her" ship is sending messages to what seems to be an underground complex.

Imorst says:
::steps forward to the console and begins reading what he can::  Dak: Take a look at this Dak!

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining biohazard status ::

CO_Pang says:
*CSO*  Can you give us any information on where on the planet the data burst is reaching?  It may be vital to investigate the site

Dak says:
::steps to the console:: Imorst: What is it?

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* We'll attempt to sir, one moment

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* In particular .... is it doing any damage on the planet!

SO_Interim says:
::wonders idly what this event has on the PD ::

L`nor says:
@::Still angry over being excluded from her group.  Worried about the males being taken in by that female.::

Dyadra says:
::Captain:  These lights here ::gestures::  indicate that a routine has been activated; communication has been established with the main computer on the home world.

Imorst says:
Dak:  All this information!!  All that we once held but is now lost!  ::continues to read frantically through the info::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Can you tell if the data burst is doing any damage to the planet and where it is located?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Sir, monitoring comm could represent breach of prime directive

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor:  You have to see the information that lies inside the sleep ship.  We may have the knowledge to return our people to what they once were!

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Please confirm your request

Dak says:
::continues to read::

CO_Pang says:
::examines the console:: Dyadra:  And the purpose?

Dyadra says:
::smiles, sure that all will be set right now::  Imorst/Dak:  I can assist in interpreting it, but you must put aside your distrust of me, and the others of my time

Dak says:
::looks first to Dyadra then to Imorst::

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: The team is at the site.  Perhaps it will give us the evidence we need to convince these interlopers.

SO_Interim says:
Dyadra: How many other ships were launched ?

Imorst says:
::smiling from ear-to-ear at both Dak and Dyadra::  Dyadra:  I think I could convince the people back home of this yes!  ::looks back at the screen::

Dyadra says:
Pang:  The purpose was the preservation of knowledge, of civilization

CO_Pang says:
All:  Maybe we should go to the site .... we have the ability to transport there .... then we could all be reassured

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Can you tell if the data burst is doing any damage to the planet and where it is located?, record the data, all we know it could be from a natural phenomena

L`nor says:
@::Convinced that Dyadra will be found guilty::

Dak says:
::at a loss for words::

Dyadra says:
Interim:  Each ship......... there were many........... carried the priest of one area of expertise, knowledge, culture.....

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor:  You don't understand!  We have given permission to return home with the ship and with Dyadra's help we can surely return to the days of old!

SO_Interim says:
CO: Then perhaps we should search out these other ships as well ?

CO_Pang says:
::remembers that the Ainmirans have already destroyed other ships ... and is sad::

Imorst says:
CO: Yes, yes!  If we could!  ::smiling wildly::

Dyadra says:
::nods at Pang:: Captain:  You wish to return me to the archives......  I am ready.

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : I've sent the co-ordinates to your console. Definitely not a natural phenomenon. The translation is complete. :: Transmitting to CO console ::

L`nor says:
@::Snorts:: COM: Imorst: Once justice has been served.

CMO_Viper says:
::whispers to Captain::  CO: At the earliest free moment I have I would like to check on our 2 patients.

CO_Pang says:
All: I will go with you to the site .... with Dr. Viper as escort .... just let me make the arrangements

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Sir, we have located the site

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor:  Let go of your hate.  Dyadra didn't leave to save herself, she left to preserve the knowledge for those that survived!!

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* Please set up a transport from TR1 to the site .... I will go, with Dr. Viper, the Lady Dyadra, Imorst and Dak .... and one security guard

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: The team reports that ::eyes opened in amazement:: it's a library!

SO_Interim says:
CO: Permission to head to the bridge to scan for other Stasis vessels ?

Dak says:
::starts to be concerned about L'nor::

CO_Pang says:
SO: agreed

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : I have audio and visual. I can put it on screen.

CMO_Viper says:
CO: I just have to check in with SB.  ::walks over to corner::  Dr. Grey:  How are our patients doing?

CO_Pang says:
All: We will go to TR1 now ... then we can all see what is to be seen - in this I am your hostage ... as you have felt to be mine

Imorst says:
Dak: Can you believe what is happening here!?  ::can barely contain his excitement::

SO_Interim says:
::leaves the Stasis ship and heads for the TL ::

L`nor says:
@::Shakes head, could she be wrong?::

Dyadra says:
:;gazes quickly over the consoles in the sleeper ship, and sees that all is ready, as it should be::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : we are not within transporter range of the surface

Imorst says:
::almost runs out of the sleepship for this TR 1 place::

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir  *Transporter Chief*  Arrange for a transport to the planet, summon a security guard ,uploading co-ordinates

Dyadra says:
::proceeds with the team to the TR::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : we will have to move into standard orbit

CO_Pang says:
::ushers the team to the TL::  TL: Transporter Room 1

SO_Interim says:
::enters TL ::

L`nor says:
@::All these years, all the stories, could they have been wrong?::

CMO_Viper says:
<Dr. Grey> CMO: The Ens. is fine for now but I think you should check on the Cns. later on.

CMO_Viper says:
::follows the AT::

Dak says:
Imorst:: smiles::  I can not wait to see this place.

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Bring us within range, scan the atmosphere for any possible hazards

CO_Pang says:
::leads the Ainmirans and Dr. Viper into the transporter room::

SO_Interim says:
CO: Might I suggest an open comm channel ?

L`nor says:
@COM: Imorst: They report many data banks, each coming on line.

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Sir, we are in a stand off situation.. please confirm your order.

CO_Pang says:
*CSO*  Please arrange to keep a lock on all of us for the duration of our stay planetside ....

Dyadra says:
::senses that she is to stand on one of the little pads, and moves there::

SO_Interim says:
TL: Bridge

Imorst says:
CO: Captain, can my colleague L'nor come with us too?

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: I gave you the orders, follow them

CO_Pang says:
Imorst:  I will ask our people to arrange that ....

Dak says:
::stands on the pad::

SO_Interim says:
::exits TL onto Bridge and heads to SCI one ::

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over beside Dyadra on Transporter pad::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Aye aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
:: Taking FCO ::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Keep a lock on the AT from your console

Imorst says:
CO: Thank you Captain ::stands on TR Pad::  COM: L'nor: Prepare for transport to the site

SO_Interim says:
::begins a wide-scale scan on certain frequencies ::

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* If L'nor can be located .... once we have transported, please liaise with her ship and beam her to the same site

OPS_Jean says:
:: setting course - 1/2 impulse estimating ETA ::

CO_Pang says:
All in TR1:  Are we ready?

L`nor says:
@COM : Imorst: What? with them?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Should be within range in 5 minutes

Imorst says:
CO: Yes!!  ::he says with awe of a child::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Ready.

CO_Pang says:
*CSO/Bridge*  We are ready .... transport as soon as you deem it safe

Dyadra says:
::waits::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Shields are still up sir

Imorst says:
COM: L'nor:  We will be safe.  If you have never trusted me, then trust me now

SO_Interim says:
*CO* Captain, I have a possible contact on another stasis vessel

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : will be within transporter range in 5 minutes. Please standby for transport.

CO_Pang says:
*SO* Advise Commander Masters

Imorst says:
::overhears the COM signal::

SO_Interim says:
*CO* Aye, Captain

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Increase to full impulse, bring us into a standard orbit and keep the shields lowered once they've transported but be on alert to raise them

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Sir, if I may.. I recommend stepping down from yellow alert

SO_Interim says:
CSO: I have a possible contact on another stasis vessel , approximately 3 AU away

OPS_Jean says:
:: Full impulse ::

CO_Pang says:
::looks around at those standing nervously on the TR pads ... :: All: Should not be long now ... patience

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Maintain yellow alert

Dyadra says:
Action:  Time passes, and the Seleya is within transporter range

OPS_Jean says:
:: Entering parabolic course ::

Dak says:
::ready to bust with excitement::

Dyadra says:
::smiles slightly, almost sadly, and waits::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Maintain a watch on it for now

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Sir if I may.. I Can't maintain yellow alert if we have to keep a permanent lock on the AT, sir

SO_Interim says:
CSO: Aye , sir

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  How could we be so wrong about you?

L`nor says:
@::Ships follow the Seleya::

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  It is of no consequence.  The elders knew what was best.

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : we will have to lower our shield for a long period of time

OPS_Jean says:
:: Standard orbit ::

CSO_Masters says:
CSO: I know

CSO_Masters says:
Ops: I know

OPS_Jean says:
*CO/CSO : We are within transporter range

Imorst says:
Dyadra:  ::bows head slightly::  I'm sorry our ancestors forgot their teachings by the order.  ::frowns::

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Please standby for transport

CO_Pang says:
All: Ready now ?

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Begin active sensor sweeps of the planet, record everything

Dyadra says:
Imorst:  As I said, of no consequence.  There is all the time in the world to learn now ::smiles again::

SO_Interim says:
CSO: Might I suggest we drop shields for transport and re raise them to 1/4 power afterwards ?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: I've been ready for ages.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Initiating sensor scans ::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: negative, there is more chance of danger for the AT than us

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : should I lower our shields and transport the AT ?

CO_Pang says:
*Bridge* What is the hold-up! Beam us out!

CSO_Masters says:
OPS: Yes

CO_Pang says:
::impatient::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Lower shields ::

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : :; Energising ::

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  The Away Team materialises in a huge cavern, filled with highly advanced equipment, beyond anything the Ainmirans had ever imagined

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Materialising at location ::

CO_Pang says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{shimmers}}}}}}}}}}} and arrives in a strange cavern::

L`nor says:
&::Feels the disorientation of the transport::

Dak says:
&::looks in amazement::

Imorst says:
&::begins to walk around in a daze::

CMO_Viper says:
&::looks around::

SO_Interim says:
::Maintains lock on SS II ::

CO_Pang says:
&::sees everyone has arrived safely - takes tricorder and scans::

L`nor says:
&::Looks about, nervous::

Dyadra says:
&::moves with purpose to the largest console, in the centre of the cavern, not speaking to anyone::

Imorst says:
&::notices L'nor's arrival::

CO_Pang says:
&COM Seleya: Successful transport ... monitor us please

Dak says:
&Imorst: This is amazing!!

L`nor says:
&::Moves to Imorst's side::

CMO_Viper says:
&::opens tricorder and walks over to walls and begins scanning::

Dyadra says:
&::moves her hands across the console, activating key sequences::

CO_Pang says:
&::goes over to where Dyadra is ....:: Lady: What are you doing?

SO_Interim says:
OPS: I Suggest monitoring the CO's Comm. badge on an open channel

Imorst says:
&L'nor:  ::notices her approach::  What do you think now?  ::looking around with awe::

Dyadra says:
&Captain:  Stand away, please......

L`nor says:
&Imorst: I know this is all new to us, but can they.. ::points at SF crew:: understand what we've been through?

CO_Pang says:
&Imorst/Dak/CMO:  We need to understand this ....::moves back::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining transporter lock on the AT ::

CO_Pang says:
&::tricorder telling her not a lot ... except that the cavern is about the same age as the stasis ship::

CMO_Viper says:
&::stands about 10 ft. from console::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining open comm link ::

L`nor says:
&::Stand in awe of what is before her::

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  A series of laser-like objects protrude from the wall, and activate, sending beams in Dyadra's direction

Imorst says:
&L'nor:  I don't think they can ever fully understand but that isn't important to me anymore.  We may receive some of our lost knowledge today.  We will be reborn!!!  ::looking at L'nor in a new light::

CO_Pang says:
&::watches as something beams at Dyadra .... hesitates .... but stays away::

CMO_Viper says:
&::scans light::

L`nor says:
&::Jumps back from  the lights::

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  Dyadra falls to the ground, lifeless

Dak says:
&:: watches in confusion::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining standard orbit - transferring OPS command codes to FCO console ::

CMO_Viper says:
&::wants to run in, starts to move but stops::

CO_Pang says:
&CMO: Doctor!

Imorst says:
&Dak/L'nor:  I wonder what is going on here?

L`nor says:
&::Rushes to Dyadra's side, suspecting a trick::

SO_Interim says:
::looks at the sound and OPS ::

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  The beams deactivate, but everything else in the room continues to operate has it had been

CMO_Viper says:
&::Runs in with tricorder in hand and sits on ground beside Dyadra::

L`nor says:
&::Looks to Imorst for guidance::

Dak says:
&::runs to Dyadra:: Imorst: She's dead.

CO_Pang says:
&All:  She must have known!

Imorst says:
&::looks back to L'nor not knowing what to do or how to proceed.::

CMO_Viper says:
&CO: As far as I can tell,  she's dead, Captain.

Imorst says:
&::slowly moves to Dyadra's side.  Then kneels beside her on the ground with tears forming in his eyes::

CO_Pang says:
&Imorst and Co.:  Then she has sacrificed herself for you .... hardly the action of a traitor or an enemy ...

CSO_Masters says:
::notices a life sign disappear from the relayed tricorder readings:: *CO* Is everything okay down there?

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  A holographic image appears in the cavern, it is Dyadra

L`nor says:
&::Eyes harden and lids narrow.  Looks about the room::

Dak says:
&:: sees the image::

Imorst says:
&::eyes glance up to the image::

CO_Pang says:
&COM Seleya:  The Lady Dyadra is dead .... I am remaining for a while with Dr. Viper

Dyadra says:
ACTION:  The figure speaks

CMO_Viper says:
&Imorst and L'nor:  She's a real enemy...willing to die for peace!

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining standard orbit ::

L`nor says:
&CO: Or found a way to escape our justice.

CO_Pang says:
&::looks up at the image of Dyadra ... wondering what next::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining transporter lock on the AT ::

CSO_Masters says:
::sinks back into chair::

L`nor says:
&::Glares at image::

SO_Interim says:
::scanning SS II ::

CMO_Viper says:
&::still sitting on ground beside Dyadra's body::

CO_Pang says:
&CMO: Doctor ... there is nothing you can do?

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
&All:  Dyadra is indeed dead, as was intended.  For you to use the knowledge of this library, you will need guidance; she is now one with the library.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Monitoring communications ::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Do not inform any of the Ainmirans about the other stasis ship until I have spoken with the captain

CMO_Viper says:
&::looks up at image::  CO: Not that I know of.  I wouldn't know where to begin

L`nor says:
&Imorst: We have lived all these centuries with out her or her help.  Why would we need it now?

Imorst says:
&Holo_Dyadra:  Can you hear and interact with us?  ::a new hope arises::

SO_Interim says:
CSO: From what I can tell it may be moot anyway

CO_Pang says:
&Holo_Dyadra: So the Lady's personality is with you?  She lives in these machines .... or her spirit does?

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
&::speaks again::  It was intended that the keepers of knowledge, should the efforts of the elders of old fail to save the world, would join with the database, to guide you in the use of the knowledge it contains.....

Imorst says:
&::looking at L'nor in disgust::  L'nor: Shut up.  She has given herself for our survival!

Dak says:
&:: watches Imorst talk to L'nor::

L`nor says:
&::Eyes widen, nostrils flare, she reaches for her knife::

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
&::looks puzzled::  No, not her personality; such concepts I do not understand........ Perhaps her essence.   ::pauses::

CO_Pang says:
&Holo_Dyadra: Her essence .... is the same I think

CSO_Masters says:
SO: scan for any further stasis ships in the system

L`nor says:
&Imorst: YOU will NOT speak to me like that!

SO_Interim says:
CSO: Sending the data to where you are. See if you can confirm

CMO_Viper says:
&CO: I can still feel a presence for her.

CO_Pang says:
&All: It is apparent that there is a gift here for your people .... and you need the Lady .... to help you ...

L`nor says:
&Imorst: By all means investigate, just don't leap without looking.

Imorst says:
&::stands angered::  L'nor:  YOU!  ::points:: will not speak about Dyadra like that.

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
&::shakes head::  Dyadra's "personality" is no longer of consequence.  I contain the knowledge she had, and will serve as a guide to the survivors of this world, if they wish this knowledge.

Dak says:
&::grips knife in his boot::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Can you detect any life signs in it?

CO_Pang says:
&All:  How you use this knowledge is for you and your people .... but fighting each other will not help you I think .... one day you may be able to join us .... in a peaceful union

L`nor says:
&::gestures to the image:: Imorst: weigh her counsel before grovelling to a machine.

SO_Interim says:
CSO: None sir, not even a vestige :;frowns ::

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
ACTION:  The holographic image fades, as Dyadra disappears into the machinery, which continues humming along quite nicely

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Any biological mass detectable from this distance?

L`nor says:
&::Moves to place a cavern wall at her back::

Dak says:
&L'nor: Careful what you say, L'nor.

SO_Interim says:
CSO: there are some remains in what I Presume to be it's Stasis container...

SO_Interim says:
CSO: But when it lost power...::sighs::

CO_Pang says:
&Imorst:  Are you satisfied - it seems that the holographic Lady will not tolerate infighting between you....war is uncivilized and the Lady was certainly civilized

L`nor says:
&Imorst/Dak: Do you need a "god" so much that you would blindly follow?

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Any indication of what happened?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

Imorst says:
&Dak/L'nor:  Stop this petty bickering!  Our future is at stake again!  Do you want to go down in history as the ones who left us to die... again?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining standard orbit - yellow alert- biohazard procedures ::

SO_Interim says:
CSO: I presume from the condition of the craft, that it was destroyed by another of the asteroid bodies that wrecked damage on the planet

Dak says:
&L'nor: We are not blindly following anyone. the facts are there L'nor.

CO_Pang says:
&Imorst:  I would welcome the chance to discuss planetary affairs with you ... but now is not the time.  I believe our Federation will arrange to visit with you in the future .... I propose to leave you now

L`nor says:
&::Waves her hand at the consoles, and leaves the cavern::

CMO_Viper says:
&CO: Maybe she is just resting. Nest time they need her she'll be here?

OPS_Jean says:
:; Shields down - maintaining transporter lock on the AT ::

CO_Pang says:
&COMM Seleya:  Beam me up ... with Dr. Viper at will .....:: All: We leave you now ... and hope to meet you in future times when things look brighter for your people

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Holo_Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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